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Abstract
Pipelined Processor Farms (PPF) are a generic parallelprocessing structure suitable for continuous-flow, multialgorithm applications. PPF has been redesigned for a
multimedia workload which is multifunctional and multimodal. A dynamic object-based processing structure is implemented which will map onto mobile stations. The PPF
processing model with asynchronous message-passing in a
multi-threaded environment is in effect a version of the actor
paradigm which is a dynamic form of encapsulated system.
Stable software facilities for distributed object-based systems which may include reflection are also needed. The supportive facilities of Java remote method invocation (RMI)
are currently being used by PPF. PPF and RMI have been
wedded together in a software toolkit, providing a development environment which includes performance prediction,
analysis, and guided code generation.

1. Introduction
The advent of distributed-object systems allows distributed computation to work in an environment based on
object request broker (ORB) middleware, standardised to
a convenient object bus. The end result could be a dynamic, possibly mobile, computational resource. It would
appear that distributed computation programming environments have lacked the software facilities to do all that they
might wish while conversely middleware has lacked a clear
computing structure to fit into. ORBs have therefore hitherto been used as the glue between large-scale systems,
for example linking speech recognition with speech understanding. In the medium term, if distributed computation is
to be supported the ORB model may shift in the direction
of medium-grained applications, less tolerant of communication overhead. Though many of the facilities for effective
medium-grained distributed computation are now in place,
computing structures for using these facilities effectively are

not. Design infrastructures for performance prediction and
analysis of an application of distributed computation as well
as software tools to construct such applications are required.
Pipelined Processor Farms (PPF) [8] is a mediumgrained distributed computation system that has begun conversion to an ORB environment. PPF already employs distributed objects in order to prototype soft, real-time applications intended for eventual implementation on a variety of
target hardware [14], thus anticipating industrial interest in
networked embedded systems [11]. Examples of such applications, which involve a continuous flow of data, exist in
video coding [7], vision [6], and image processing [13]. The
advantages of employing an ORB are standardised software
and ease in constructing a high-level design.
Our current experience, within a PPF software toolkit,
has been with the Java remote method invocation (RMI)
[27] ORB, which supports dynamic object loading. Standardisation allows Java components written by others to be
incorporated as computational units into PPF, and for other
systems to employ a PPF as a computational resource. The
PPF is a container structure into which are inserted differing compute-intensive applications. The ability to put aside
low-level communication issues allows more attention to be
paid to fashioning a dynamic system of object creation and
configuration, leading towards a ubiquitous actor processing paradigm for distributed computation. The extent this
is possible depends on the facilities supported by a particular ORB, and the performance, which will depend on factors
such as choice of protocol (HTML/IIOP/DCOM), levels of
indirection, class loading latency, and security if reflectance
is employed.
This paper provides a case study showing how structure
can be captured within an integrated software toolkit. It is
useful first to examine why PPF has taken the route it has.

2. Distributed computation

2.1. Some existing systems
Distributed computation’s main aim is to extract performance from a shared resource. A number of communication
harnesses have been developed to steal cycles from workstations either in a consensual fashion [19] or from within
an open network [35]. These activities were opportunist and
were not promoted as a general solution.
Various experiments crystallized in the Parallel Virtual
Machine (PVM) [18] for parallel computation on Unixbased systems, distributed or parallel. PVM is not formally
object-aware but did represent a way of introducing the actor paradigm. Unfortunately, this aspect of PVM has not
been uppermost, as PVM sometimes became a ready-made
message-passing facility onto which to layer other parallel programming paradigms, for example Linda, and virtual
shared memory.
PVM is a large-grained version of the actors paradigm
[3]. An actor is a dynamically-created distributed object
which communicates through method-invoking messages,
though PVM sends only data-bearing messages which can
cause the invocation of functions. In PVM and actor systems, messages are queued in ‘mailboxes’ and serviced in
asynchronous fashion. PVM messages are tagged, removing to some extent the restriction to one FIFO queue. An
actor can change or reflect its behaviour and state upon receiving a message and may generate an agent thread or customer to carry out work on its behalf, though in PVM, only
heavyweight processes are spawned. Reflection in the sense
of changing the methods that can be executed is not available in PVM. The actor may have a table of references to a
local set of actors or acquaintances, though again in PVM a
global table is maintained remote from the actor by a set of
interconnected nameserver dæmons.
The P-RIO system [25], bearing some similarity to PPF,
employs PVM as its ‘middleware’ and it is suggested may
move to the Message Passing Interface (MPI) [21]. However, MPI1 abandoned dynamic spawning for performance
reasons which in itself is a further indication that many
applications of PVM simply exploited the convenience of
an existing message-passing harness without the underlying model. For scientific applications which P-RIO targets, a surrogate parallel machine on a network of workstations (NOW) may be the correct direction. However,
many emerging multimedia applications are multifunction
[11], for example concurrently processing video data, audio streams, and Web browsing, and impose significant
real-time constraints on latency, throughput, processor efficiency, and synchronisation of concurrent threads of execution. The speed of processing may also change according
to the available bandwidth, required quality of service, and

data-dependent computational requirements. Additionally,
with computing embedded in mobile stations with restricted
resources the mode of computation may need to alter, for example the form of encryption or transmission protocol can
change.
Applications that have migrated from implementation on
a dedicated parallel machine to a distributed environment
bring the static, performance-oriented model of computation. In a distributed system, a flexible response to changing
resources (and resource failure) is needed which is why we
seek to keep and extend the underlying model of PVM computation. As ORB middleware has the potential to do all that
PVM could do and more, this is the preferred route though
the granularity trap is present for an ORB as it has been for
PVM.

2.2. The PPF design pattern
The PPF design pattern [15], which is intended for applications with a continuous flow of data, consists of a pipeline
of data farms each one of which can incorporate internal parallelism, Fig. 1. A pipeline with a single backplane [23] has
the advantage that it can map onto a variety of hardware architectures. Each PPF has a farmer responsible for distributing work to a set of workers which may be on a subsidiary
network. The deployment of worker tasks is determined by
the relative per-stage workload, the desired global throughput, and the desired pipeline traversal latency. Feedback or
feedforward loops enable synchronous constraints to be introduced but for practicality only one such loop may occur at
each input site. The PPF pattern is an extension and generalisation of a number of data-farming schemes: some NOWbased [31]; some based on dedicated multicomputers [38];
some constructed as algorithmic skeletons [28]; and some
implicitly invoked in parallel extensions of C++ [20].
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Figure 1. PPF design pattern

2.3. PPF before ORBs
The PPF programming model prior to the advent of
ORBs [17] was close to the actor paradigm, though it originated as an asynchronous relaxation of CSP. Features such

as reflection and spawning of customer threads were not
present in this version of PPF. As a ‘C’ compiler is the common factor across many real-time systems, the design not
the implementation was actor-aware. Unlike PVM, PPF
utilised multi-threading, with implementations for Solaris 1
light-weight threads library, and VxWorks real-time operating system. With the advent of kernel-level threads in Solaris 2 and WindowsNT, PPF multithreading could be efficiently deployed. A PPF worker module had a set of methods which can be invoked by messages from the farmer
module. Messages were queued in FIFO buffers controlled
by threads, though access to large data structures was managed by semaphores. Multicast messages across a farm and
latterly urgent messages were also supported.
Communication in distributed PPF implementations has
been through the socket application programmers interface (API), whereas kindred systems like PVM employ
the semantics if not the actuality of remote procedure call
(RPC) with data marshalling and exchange data representation (XDR). Fig. 2 [9] shows client invocation of a remote
method via a proxy object. Unlike PVM, which provides a
support network of user-level dæmon processes, and unlike
RPC, PPF has hitherto not had supportive facilities. PPF has
been implemented in homogeneous environments, though
a backplane bus can provide enhanced bandwidth over the
worker network in order to avoid bottlenecks. Where an application was transferred between different hardware architectures a new implementation of the model occurred. Conversely, RPC is intended for heterogeneous environments,
but requiring system-level dæmons, a name-server to bind
servers, and a stub compiler (rpcgen). Because RPC is
synchronous, in the sense that the caller stalls until the results return, PVM preferred a socket-based system of communication. Unfortunately, it can be difficult to employ
sockets in a generalised fashion, requiring individualised
implementations.

2.4. Suitability of the Actor paradigm
There are practical problems with a true actor model as
advocated in [3] and which is shown in Fig. 3 [22], with two
possible replacement behaviours, staying the same or changing. For example, in ABCL [39], an extra wait state is introduced which allows selection of specific messages from
a queue. Without such modifications there is the possibility
of unbounded delay. Message queues are assumed to be infinite, while in PVM message queues are implemented by a
complex system of dynamically-created buffers. PPF is constrained by its design pattern and by the templating system,
thus avoiding the implications of a complete actor model.
The constraint is an aid to correctness checking. Messagepassing as a model of parallelism [5], which is an intermediate step between actors and PVM, is in the Cantor language
a fine-grained model of computation. In general, there needs
to be guidance to the developer as to a practical granularity
level for the architecture/hardware for which the application
is targeted. Performance prediction, which can be crossarchitectural, is an essential adjunct to a distributed computation development environment.
A true actor system may be more appropriate to a multiagent adaptive system, for example through the Merle IV
language [10], which changes behaviour frequently and intrinsically, while distributed computation is served by a
modestly dynamic system.
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3. PPF in an ORB environment

3.1. PPF templates
The PPF structure has been captured in a set of templates1
in which the worker module is designed as an actor and the
farmer module acts as a work scheduler, encapsulating the
parallel structure within the template. Implicit methods of
encapsulating parallelism such as path expressions are possible. In opting for an explicit means – an object manager
– PPF is similar to a number of distributed-object programming environments notably ALPS [37]. Intermediate mechanisms such as the synchroniser [2] are possible. The PPF
template design and implementations have instrumentation
built-in so that the performance can be monitored. When
used to construct prototypes and on distributed systems, the
trace data is stamped by a logical clock, while for performance tuning and on multicomputers, a global clock has
been implemented. The ability to build in an infrastructure
into a distributed object can be extended: to a fault-tolerance
monitoring system responding to heart-beats from a watchdog object; and to reconfigurability. Applications with a
time-varying workload will require changing the relative allocation of workers between the stages of a pipeline, though
clearly this raises many organisation issues. In general, PPF
now favours building in as much structure as possible anticipating future needs. The need to predict performance has
resulted in a PPF toolkit into which templates are now embedded.

3.2. PPF toolkit
Though intended as a performance prediction graphical toolkit in fact the PPF Analyser, Predictor Template
Toolkit (APTT) [16] has become an integrated system for
distributed computation. The construction of APTT has
made us aware that a distributed computation system should
be integral to a supportive framework and not the other way
round. In other words, the prediction and analysis support
is not an afterthought, but an essential way of knowing the
behaviour of the system. APTT is written in Java, raising
the issue of how to implement the PPF programming model
from within APTT. Java is eminently portable and intrinsically multi-threaded [26] allowing PPF buffering, communication, and computation threads. Current work is aimed
at PC networks running Windows NT. Java RMI is an extension of RPC. There is a stub compiler (rmic), a security manager, server proxy objects (skeletons), and exported
client stub objects. Unfortunately, from Section 2, unmodified RPC is synchronous and asymmetrical, being clientserver. However, as client-server is a logical arrangement,
1 The term ‘template’ refers to a way of guiding the construction of PPFs
and not in the C++ sense as a generic class.

in data-farms worker and farmer can alternate their role in
the client-server relationship to remove the asymmetry.
APTT supports a design cycle, Fig. 4, aimed at producing
pipelines with a single primary data flow constructed from a
set of parallel data farms. Sequential bottlenecks are masked
by single processor stages. While the core functionality is
provided by APTT, the normal supportive software tools can
be employed, examples being the SNiFF class browser, [34]
Quantify [29] profiler with object code instrumentation, and
Purify memory debugger (though for C++ not Java). It is assumed in Fig. 4 that a significantly-sized (10k lines-of-code
and above) legacy application is split into code sections and
indeed a number of implementations have taken place in this
manner, for example a face identification pipeline. However, it is possible to directly enter code and message structures into the current template builder.
Profiling the development code enables a tentative allocation of functions to different stages of the pipeline based
on mean timing ratios. Normally, the potential for loop parallelism will determine the per-stage weighting of worker
processes. A set of inner-loop timings enable distribution
fitting by statistical or other means. Identifying a job as one
iteration of the inner loop, jobs can then be grouped into
tasks. Note that the grouping results in a change in distribution as the addition of distributions is a convolution.
Fig. 5 shows a snapshot of the predictor running a simulation of a handwritten postcode recognition system [6].
The pipeline backplane occupies the main window with details of the stage activity such as buffer and processor usage available from subsidiary windows. Processor activity
is shown using colour by analogy with stop/go displays. The
communication arrows change colour from black, through
red to white to highlight ‘hotspots’. The arrows also widen
and contract. However, the cumulative mean bandwidth, not
instantaneous bandwidth is displayed in order to avoid an
over-animated display. The colour scaling is adjustable to
centre on critical data rates as otherwise the variation across
the whole bandwidth range is too low to show up. Pipeline
traversal latency is also indicated in a persistent display.
Component jobs are marked off at task boundaries, with the
task latency determined by the slowest job. Though persistent displays convey more information, they need to be balanced with features marking progress, which is why the processor activity diagram and message motion arrows are included.

3.3. The PPF template system
RMI has a three-layered software architecture with transport level protocol (TCP/IP circuit-oriented) handling at the
lowest level, and choice of communication model, (unicast
point-to-point), at the intermediate level below the application layer. Because RMI is specialised for Java applications
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Figure 4. Design cycle
remote object loading, dynamic class and stub loading are
supported in PPF.2 Polymorphic loading can occur, whereby
a sub-type of a declared type is loaded. On each processor, a
registry must be run to act as a nameserver for remote object
method invocation. The registry is not persistent as remote
object garbage collection takes place by means of reference
counting. These facilities are nearer to the dynamic, possibly mobile, model of distributed computation that is the
favoured course for PPF.
In the PPF template, the Java vector class, which can
be made to transparently grow and shrink as work requests
are serviced, removes the need to provide concurrent access
management. To avoid synchronous delay the implemented
design requires the data farmer to poll the remote worker
processes acting as servers. Conveniently, this fits a polling
queueing model of performance estimation. Java’s preemptive priority-based thread scheduling can be adapted to
provide a responsive structure.
In Fig. 6, the threads (ovals) have high priority given
to communication facilitating threads while worker tasks
threads, each with a local message queue, run at reduced
priority. In fact, each module contains a number of worker
task instances which can either provide different functionality or multiple instances of the same functionality. Parallel
slackness [36], whereby if one instance is blocked another
instance of the same worker task can take over, is a method
of masking communication latency originally introduced to
allow one architecture to simulate another. There are limits to the number of threads that can be gainfully employed
2 Dynamic class loading is also a feature of mobile agent systems constructed under RMI.

[1]. Therefore additionally, buffering of messages containing work requests can mask latency. Allocation of work
is arranged by a work manager, which provides an ordering structure. Scheduling of threads is divorced from ordering through a highest priority user-level scheduling thread.
The scheduling thread suspends itself for a given time interval. When it is rescheduled by the Java operating system,
the scheduling thread adjusts the priority of the worker task
threads before suspending again. The RMI server includes
the skeleton stub created by rmic.
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On inception, worker modules multicast their names and

Figure 5. APTT predictor window
associated addresses. Associated with each name can be
the computational services offered. Multicasting is provided
through the Java socket API. The intended multicast recipient is the farmer module. If and when a worker module becomes available then the farmer module sends out requests
for work processing. Multicast names and services are also
collected by worker modules, allowing co-operative, intrafarm, processing to take place. A rather limited example
of co-operative processing in work farms is the exchange
of border regions during image processing. Multicasts are
employed for distribution of start-up parameters. In some
applications, such as the H.263 hybrid video encoder [30],
global data is distributed after every round of processing,
e.g. the current quantisation level.
In some actor systems [39], urgent messages are sent as a
way of avoiding blocking at the head of the queue. There is
also a scheduling issue when several different functions are
performed by a worker module if a FIFO message queue is
enforced. However, this is more of a problem for a hard realtime system than it is when deadlines are less strict in a soft
system.
Once sufficient work messages have been sent out, the
farmer module polls the worker processes for processed
work. There are a variety of servicing schemes [33] for arranging polling such as waiting for work before proceeding,
or waiting for a set number of processed items, but these are
beyond the scope of this paper. On distributed-memory multicomputers, a farmer would not normally poll for work. Instead, worker processes request work on completion. The
advantage of casting the relationship in this way is that the
worker processes can balance their own workload. However, polling has been applied to bandwidth sharing by dynamic link-swapping in an otherwise fixed connection system [12].
As an alternative to work requests, an object not desig-

nated as remote can be serialised or reified and sent as a
standard application parameter from the farmer module to
the remote server, the worker module. This allows the remote worker after suitable casting to execute or revert the
methods of that object. Due to polymorphism it is not necessary for the receiving worker to be aware of the implementation of a method. In this way, the worker module acts as a
meta-object acting transparently to the methods embedded
in the worker tasks which are the object itself. At the moment, this is only possible because RMI is confined to Java
and hence the internal representation of objects is fixed. In
a similar way, stubs, which are designated as remote, can be
dynamically sent to a farmer module, the client, thus aiding
in configuration of the PPF. These reflection facilities have
previously been available only in actor systems, e.g. ABCL,
Merle IV, and 3-Lisp, designed before the onset of mobile
stations. In effect, reflectance is a form of code reuse or inheritance for dynamic systems.
The template design decouples the (farmer) client from
worker (server) by polling, moving away from a synchronous model of computation. Parallel slackness and
buffering are user-level techniques employed by us to reduce communication latency thus widening the class of applications suitable for RMI. Though we have called our design a template in fact a more apt description would be a
software component, in the sense that a component encapsulates dynamic behaviour in contrast to objects which are passive. The correct features of any component design might be
arrived at through categorical data theory [32]. Ideally, any
object can be the subject of the dynamic structure provided
by the component. The performance implications of using
that object should be available through performance prediction. Complexity theory is one way to make an estimate.
Alternatively, as we have done in APTT, a stochastic estimate based on queueing theory or simulation can be made,

which can subsequently by extrapolated to other machines,
with scaling according to appropriately benchmarked parameters.

3.4. Code generation
Code generators (CG) [24] enable application code to be
entered in a schematic manner in a graphical format. [4]
for Linda applications is an example of a code generator
which is an enhanced text editor. The APTT code generator allows a graphical PPF to be constructed in a guided
fashion from a menu of farmers and workers. Each module has a set of properties associated with it, which appear
in a pop-up menu. An example property would be a label
identifying which application code extract is to be executed.
Snippets of code are entered through a text editor allowing
subsequent changes. The CG end-user is presented with a
dataflow model. A set of triggers are needed to start processing. The layout of messages is entered in a separate part
of the CG editor. Once the construction process is complete
there are commands to compile and run. Since the entry process is high-level, the end-user is not confined to RMI as the
Java snippets could be embedded in (say) MPI implemented
in Java. In fact, there is nothing about the structure that confines data-entry to Java, as ‘C’ could be entered into the editor.

stub object arrives.3 In principal, an application can be assembled on a PPF from a central source, or the application
can be extended by passing stubs (having first sent naming
information). A further issue to address is security, as code
distribution is much like virus distribution.
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Figure 7. Inchoate PPF

3.5. Adapting to networked computation
We have given some thought to inception and synchronisation of a networked PPF computation. One plan is to start
with one master farmer module which is always present and
a pool of farmer and worker modules which can be chained
together. As currently implemented, the first farm is formed
dynamically to save time. When processed work is ready
to go on to another PPF stage, the first farmer inspects for
farmer multicasts and selects a ready farmer. A more flexible arrangement is shown in Fig. 7. The pipeline manager
(PM) is contacted from a pool of PPF elements on a known
port/multicast address. The PM then ascribes the ‘gender’
(either farmer of worker) to a PPF element. Having set-up
the PPF, Fig 8, the PM reflects its behaviour to become a
PPF monitor. Each instance of a farmer is characterised by
the type of data manager: at the start and end of a pipeline a
file data manager is assigned, while in intermediate stages a
message reception and relay manager is needed.
As described in Section 3.3, RMI can pass objects as parameters to a server provided that the objects are serialisable, allowing in effect PPF to dynamically load code onto a
worker, though there are issues of casting. For the purposes
of automatic configuration, objects designated as remote can
be passed from server to client though in this case only the

4. Conclusion
Pipelines of Processor Farms (PPF) is a schematic design method for distributed computation. PPF is concerned
with real-time multimedia processing. ORB-style processing is a continuation of a direction PPF had already taken
towards encapsulated parallel systems. However, we have
altered the way the RMI ORB would normally be used to
suit medium-grained processing, widening the problem domain that can be tackled. A core design pattern has been presented for which application studies already exist. We have
embedded the distributed computation design within an integrated toolkit, APTT, to include performance prediction,
analysis, and code generation. If PPF is to adapt to the new
mobile computational environment then dynamic pipelines
will be needed. The fact that PPF modules are based upon
a modified actor model makes that conversion easier. Dynamic pipelines are possible under RMI to some extent, but
careful thought needs to be given to what design patterns and
middleware facilities are needed.
3 As the stub object is strictly constrained, it becomes necessary to provide a customised security manager.
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